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“Date rapes’ most common, least reported
[eBStaffJimWriterMcGee
College women are more likely to

be raped, not in dark alleys or on de-

serted street corners, but in familiar
surroundings and by familiar people,
a TCU professor said.
_ “For young women about 17 to 24,
i
»
percent of all rapes occur on dates
‘or with an acquaintance,” said Rhonda Keen-Payne, assistant professor of
Rape Crisis Center in Fort Worth.
Although “date rapes” are the most

common type of rape, they are the
least reported and least prosecuted,
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Andrew P. O'Rourke, elected executive of Westchester County, the New
York suburban area where Diane
Elsroth, 23, died last week. Investigation also turned up a second bottle
containing tainted Tylenol in the
same town where the bottle containfatal dose was purchased.
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ring to someone else.
Many victims also don't have an active dating life, Keen-Payne said, and
most accept and conform to the traditional feminine role.
Regardless of personality, however, Keen-Payne said women should
beware of dates using lines like, “1
thought you really loved me,” and
“You're not scared of me, are you?”
Keen-Payne said potential victims

Keen-Payne, admittedly a feminist,
also noted men can be raped,
although reported cases are uncommon.
Gang rapes are nearly always per-

petuated by a group mentality. She
said gang rape situations can be
avoided by just one person refusing to

clothing and
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tissue,
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the public,” Burke said. He said the
company was confident that consumt ers would accept the tablet forms and
§ .ts (“keep Tylenol “the most preferred”
brand of painkiller in the country.
He said that Tylenol came back after the 1982 cyanide scare and
pledged, “We will do it again this
time.”
Consumers were urged to return
unused portions of their Tylenol capsule products to “Tylenol Capsule Ex-
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Although little research has been
done on the characteristics of rapists
and rape victims, Keen-Payne said
certain types of people are more likely
candidates than others.
The male rapist tends to be possessive, always wanting to be in charge,
Keen-Payne said. He is prone to outbursts of anger and usually does not
drink responsibly.
Keen-Payne said rapists tend to
have few friends, refuse to share their

go along with it.
Many victims who do report being
raped are not able to prosecute,
Keen-Payne said, because proper
procedure is not followed.
First, she said, the victim must
have rape exam evidence. Secondly,
postitive identification of the rapist is
required.
:
wants
and
If a TCU woman is raped
to prosecute, she must go to John Peter Smith Hospital, 1500 S. Main St.,
for a forensic exam, Keen-Payne said.
Such exams include taking specimens of blood and other body fluids,

who find an acquaintance making violent sexual advances against their will
can often escape by being loud.
“If you are desperate, do something
outrageous-throw a shoe through a
window,” Keen-Payne said.
Other tactics she suggested include
turning up the volume of a stereo or
knocking on the walls if someone is

Johnson & Johnson Monday
announced that it will no longer sell
any capsule products directly to the
public because it cannot control
“tampering blamed for the cyanidepoisoning deaths of one woman this
month and seven people in 1982.
The announcement was made at a
news conference by company chairman Jim Burke, who said Johnson &
Johnson has “no plans to re-enter this
business for the foreseeable future.”
YY He urged users of Tylenol capsules
oe NO instead switch to coated oval;, shaped tablets known as “caplets,”
and said that Johnson & Johnson
would replace free any capsules now
in the hands of consumers or stores.
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the other person because trust has
been invested, she said.
Failure of the victim to makea firm
decision against sex in such circumstances usually leads to rape, KeenPayne said.
“If you really mean yes, say ‘yes. If
you really mean no, say ‘no,’ even if
you already have all your clothes off,”
she said.
Many women get what Keen-Payne

feelings, and see women as timid, passive, and in need of men.
Female victims of acquaintance
rape typically desire to please people
in general, and men in particular,
Keen-Payne said. They don't make

Fire damages church roof
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vi€tims ignore it.

then the victim feels unable to stop

nursing and a representative of the

y

calls the “uh-oh feeling.”
“They realize they're in a bad
place,” she said. The feeling, however, is a warning signal, Keen-Payne
said, and the problem occurs when

Keen-Payne said. They are also the
least talked about.
A typical pattern is followed in most
instances, Keen-Payne said.
A person becomes involved in
heavy petting with an acquaintance,

sale of all drugs in capsules, but federal Food and Drug Administration
spokesman William Grigg said the
Jovernment is not advocating such a

e think it's premature, until we

know what the problem was and have

.idiscussed it thoroughly, to propose

$8, solutions,” he told The Associated
“You've had this happen twice
now,” O'Rourke said, referring to
in Westchester County and

Weekend fires - St. Stephen's Presbyterian
Church (right), 2600 Sandage, suffered an estimated $50,000 damage when a fire that burned
part of the roof Saturday night reignited Sunday.
The Sunday fire touched off an explosion of a 5-

gallon propane tank (above) used in roofing repair
work. The two fires—both three alarm-caused damage to the bell tower, slate roof and plaster ceiling.
The fires came about three weeks after a fire which
burned the west side of the church's roof.
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Career Night to acquaint students, companies
By Jerry Madden

Staff Writer

College seniors interested in finding a job immediately after graduation
should begin looking now, said William Moncrief, assistant professor of
marketing and adviser of the TCU
chapter of the American Marketing
Association.

To help in this task, the AMA will
sponsor Career Night, Wednesday,
Feb. 19, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the
Colonial Country Club.
This will be an opportunity for
seniors to meet with representatives
of 20 major companies under informal
conditions, AMA President Frank
Roth said.

Roth said students and company

sentatives will meet in an atmos-

phere different from the usual inter-

viewer-interviewee situations.

“We're not going to have tables set
up for the companies and have students come over and talk to each company,” Roth said.

applicants looking for jobs immediately prior to graduation.
Therefore, Moncrief said, the earlier students start looking for a job,
the better their chances are of finding
one.
“It shows the companies that the
individual is serious about having a
job” if he or she applies early, Moncrief said.
Although the majority of those
attending last year were business majors, Moncrief said students working
in every field are invited.

Instead, students and representatives will meet each other while eating hors d'oeuvres around a banquet
table.
Roth and Moncrief are expecting a
large turnout for the event, which is in
its second year.
“Last year we had around 75 students turn out,” Roth said. “This year
we expect, from responses so far, for
“A company can put almost any detwice that many to attend.”
gree to some sort of use as they see
fit,” Moncrief said.
Moncrief said seniors should make
plans to attend.
He also added that nearly 25 per“Companies generally start looking cent of the AMA's membership is
for new employees coming out of col- made up of non-business majors like
political science and journalism.
leges in the fall,” he said.
Moncrief advises students attendMoncrief said the reason for this is
ing to dress as if they were going to a
companies try to avoid the rush of job

Texans spend thousands
DALLAS

(AP)- From warehouses

in Addison to humble

Fort Worth

there are limits to what he can do for
the contras.
“We do not train groups to go down
there-that's against the law. We do
not deal in arms and ammunition—
the law. We are not a
that’s against

wild-eyed, right-wing radical bunch,”

Hicks, a retired paratrooper, told
, a Sunday supDallas Life M

plement to The Dallas Morning

News.

. Many U.S. citizens became iness.
terested in helping when

. stopped
aid to the contras in 1984,

Murray said. Non-military aid re-

for example,

a

coat and tie for men and businesswear
for women.

“It’s just as if they're going to an
interview somewhere,” he said.

“They need to make a good impression.”

Roth said that last year
attracted eight companies
15 invited to come. This
hope all 20 companies who
mitted are present.

the event
out of the
year, they
have com-

Among those companies who have
promised to be there are Pepsico Inc.,
Xerox Corp., John Hancock Mutual
Life Insurance Co. and General
Dynamics.

Roth also said that last year was
basically a trial year to see how Career
Night would go over. He said that this
year should be an improvement.
“The biggest thing is that we are

aiding Nicaragua

has come from Texas, the high level of
support in the state is one reason the
World Anti-Communist League, with
chapters in 98 countries, held its
annual conference in Dallas last
September, Dallas Life Magazine re-

ported.

business interview,

ple to pastors. It's just a spectrum.”
With a “couple hundred” members
in Texas, Hicks estimates his group

has so far been able to raise about
$300,000 in medical supplies, clothes
and donations.
Hicks said the CMA of Texas has
directed its efforts toward aiding Miskito Indians and English-speaking
Creoles who have been fighting the
Sandinistas.

holding it earlier in the year,” Moncrief said. “Last year we held it in
April and discovered that many
seniors already had jobs by that time.”
Moncrief said they plan to hold the
event in November next year to help
students get an earlier jump into the
job hunt.
Moncrief and

Career
where

Roth

stressed

that

Night will not be a place
students will be hired on the

spot.
Rather, it is designed to help students become acquainted with representatives from various companies so
they can determine who they do and
do not want to work for, they said.
It also provides students with a
chance to establish contacts for the
future, they added.
There will be no cost for attending
the event.

INSIDE
The city of Fort Worth has proposed a new smoking ordinance that
has raised some controversy.
Should TCU or the city have the
right to pass laws on smoking? See
Page 2.

The Killer Frogs are still tied for
first place in the conference standings, even after walking over SMU
this past weekend. See page 4.

Bennett said the suffering
he saw

among the Miskito Indians keeps
drawing him back to Central America

to help.

“When you go down there, you get
you get | trend will
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ter a minor battle, it

dents voted overwhelmingly to reinstate the
Confederate flag. Later, Grand Prairie Inde-

the local NAACP

: This 1x00

whether or not to protest the student vote. If
the chapter does pursue further action, then
the controversy could very well wind up in the

a

view of the battle that has been brewing at
South Grand Prairie High School over the
controversial use of the Confederate battle
flag as the school’s spirit symbol.
Ever since the mid 1970s, when the school

implemented the Rebel flag as a spirit symbol
certain

minority

groups

have protested the flag's use, contending itisa
symbol of racism.
_Last week, after a rash of protests, led by

the Grand Prairie chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, the high school presented students
with five flags on which to vote to use as the
spirit symbol. One of the choices was the
actual Confederate flag, three were variations

LETTERS

TO THE

I am afraid that I have been quoted out of
context. In the Feb. 12 Skiff article, “House

Supports Tucker's Stance,” I was referred to
as claiming that E. Keith Pomykal’s resolution
was well-worded.
“-At the time, I was discussing the resolution
with Pomykal, a friend of mine, whose views I

have both supported and opposed in the past.
When I said the bill was well-worded, I meant

that it stood for little in relationship to the
question of the University’s investment policy
and South Africa.
It was worded to be a bill for or against the

Chancellor, which was Pomykal’s intention.
Because the bill was seéén by many House of

Student Representatives members as a bill in
support of Chancellor Tucker, they voted in
favor.
Chancellor Tucker and the ethical question
of supporting apartheid by not divesting are

used poor logic

J must say that I found the Feb. 13 Skiff
editorial on divestiture in South Africa quite
interesting-an interesting example of a very
poor argument, that is.
The first real problem with the argument is
related to the actual truth and relevance of the
points being made. Given the relevance of the
first point, that we may actually hurt the peole
we want to help, is it really true?
AWill a segment of the South African econo-

- mic machine which employs approximately
four-tenths of 1 percent of the South African
ypulation be influential enough to cause its
downfall? I think not.
Given

the truth of the second point-that

diVestiture singles out South Africa while the
U.S. continues to support other human rights

violators—its relevance must be questioned.
Is South Africa just another human rights
wiolator? No. It is the only nation in the world

today which has a codified system of law that

TCU

chapter,

has not decided

courts.

NAACP officials protested the use of the
flag last November when a black sophomore
football player refused to play because he believed the flag stood for racism.
That protest was the only objection to the
school’s use of the battle flag as a spirit symbol
in the 11 years since it was implemented, said
South Grand Prairie High School vice principal Bebe Bingham.
The November protest was also a bit ironic.
Calvin Harrison, who is black and was a football player at South Grand Prairie, decided in
1975 to use the battle flag as a symbol to rally
support for the school. South Grand Prairie’s

arch rival is Grand Prairie High School, so the
use of the flag was meant to distinguish south

systematically and brutally enforces racial
oppression and bigotry. This makes South
Africa qualitatively different from other human rights violators in the modern world.
In addition, is it any excuse to fail to take a
moral stance on this issue simply because we
fail to do so on others? Obviously not.
The final problem with the argument is
purely logical. TCU is not the United States,
so neither premise actually supports the conclusion that TCU should not divest. If TCU
divests, the entire South African economy will

hardly fall.
Since the direct economic influence of
TCU'’s divestiture would be small indeed, a
more appropriate question might be to ask if
TCU has the moral obligation to take a symbolic stand on this issue through divestiture. In
my opinion, many would respond with a resounding yes.
~John Dungan
Senior, Political Science/Religion

ear, except for review and finals weeks and holidays.
The Skiff is a member of The Associated Press.
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supremist groups in no way represent what.

the battle flag stood for-pride, honor and
courage-back when it made its debut.
Remember, also, that the Klan waves the
American flag at rallies and marches. Just because a few groups of demented individuals

weeks, said Ann Si
Institutional Resear
Sewell said onc

1

finished by the stu
returned to the
ental office a
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misuse and dishonor a symbol is no reason to J:4 ; Pinstitutional Reseas

write it off completely.
If opponents of the Confederate battle flag
are so quick to call it a symbol of racism, then .
they should also direct their passions against
the American flag, under which slavery.flourished before and during the Civil War . .
and under which racism still receives hospitality.
Furthermore,

in Sadler Hall.
Each teacher is
number for confic
said. The forms are

the Computer Cen
read.

Inve:

the fact that the battle flag: ™

was adopted as the spirit symbol at South"
Grand Prairie by a black man should dismiss
any notions of it truly standing for racism.
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In its broad context, the flag represents the
South, courage and bravery. And in this particular instance at the high school, it is a ral-_
lying symbol for the students-nothing more. +
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TCU, city should limit smoking

1

nents of smoking regulations work to pass a Fort Worth

Currently only one-third of the main cafeteria and the 3. 3
back room in Eden’s Greens are reserved for non-'

city ordinance, similar to the one in Dallas, which would

smokers.

The issue of smoking has been red-hot lately as proporegulate smoking in public places.
Fort Worth needs a smoking ordinance, and so does

TCU. Currently it is possible to smoke without restriction
in nearly every public area on campus. This includes the

Limiting smoking in public areas has entered into the
controversial area of the rights of individuals, turning
what appears to be a clear-cut health issue into a shady
political one.
However, in deciding the stance to take, whether

smoking or not, it is our opinion that the health aspects
must be paramount. What good, after all, are individual's
rights if the individual dies of cancer caused by a smoker's
cigarette?
:
must learn to
als
individu
ours,
as
In a society as Jarge
good.
common
the
sacrifice their personal pleasure for

They should puff at home, net in public places.

+}
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So cigarette smoke can pervade nearly everywhere,
and the non-smoker is a victim of sidestream smoke. |
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Some of the complications involved in inhaling sidestream smoke include eye irritation, sneezing, nasal block- |
age, coughing, wheezing, sore throats, nausea, dizziness |
and hoarseness.

:

.

Exposure to cigarette smoke is also known to increase {|

chances for cancer and heart or lung disease.
Students who don’t smoke are unfairly being exposed |
to danger. It is the university's responsibility to protect

the student from just such a harmful atmosphere on

0
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campus.
rz Most |
Limited areas, such as where the non-smoking sections
Ps 01a BIT
Dance
are now located, need to be designated for smokers to pan
»
D
use. The remaining portions of campus can then be re-|
a
served for those who wish to preserve their health.
1
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We hope that the proposed ordinance will be passed in |

DON'T Mi

Fort Worth, but even
if it is not, TCU should regulate|
smoking on campus.
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by Berke Breathed
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snack bar, the library lounge area and the residence hall
lobbies.
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he Skiffis a student publication produced by the Texas Christian University
ournalism department and published Tuesday through Friday of the semester
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Senior, Political Sciencel/ Economics
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Spewing racial insults and in some instances
practicing cowardly terrorism, these white ..

Charles E. Kolbe

Views expressed herein are solely those of the staff and contributors. Unsigned editorials represent staff consensus. Signed editorials are the opinions of

Page Editor ...

many

traditionalism and courage-but it does not delineate racism.
.
Many people put forth the argument that it
was the official flag of the Confederacy-a governmental collection of slave-holding states—
during the Civil War, so it must condone
white supremacy.
There are two glaring errors in this theory.
One, the “Southern Cross,” as it is usually
called, was only used during battles in the
Civil War. The original and official flag was
called the “Stars and Bars.” This flag had two
red stripes, one white stripe and a blue field
with 13 stars. Because many leaders of the
Confederacy believed they represented the
true American government, they wanted to
make their flag appear similar to Old Glory.
After the first battle of Manassas in 1861,
which was marked by fatal amateurism and
confusion, a couple of Confederate generals
decided they needed something consgicuously distinguishable from the Union flag on the
battle field. They chose the cross of St.
Andrew, filled with 13 stars on a red back-

they are more tha

say, Austin, waving their Confederate flags. .. "@

for a number of reasons.
:
But the bill was not centered solely around
Tucker; its primary intention could have been
interpreted as a vote for or against TCU's
policy of separating its investments from the
ethical issues they raise. Brian Lawe eloquently expressed his acknowledgement of
this aspect of the bill, and he and 11 others
voted against the bill.
This support for the position of Students for
a Democratic South Africa on this bill is why I
was pleased with the vote. More importantly,
this support demonstrates that a number of
students are questioning TCU’s refusal to divest in South Africa.

major and telephone number.

jon
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pens to teacher
bubble-sheets

the Ku Klux Klan. We've all seen pictures of 3
Klan members marching down a street in,

aimed at Tucker, who, quite frankly, I admire

Ti he TCU Daily Skiff welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. The page
is designed to offer a forum for thought, comment and insight concerning
- campus, state and national issues. All letters and columns must be typed and
_ double-spaced. Letters should be no longer than 300 words and must be signed.
Both letters and columns must be accompanied with the writer's classification,

EE

Simply put, the Confederate battle flag rep-

Most students ¢

\

two very separate issues, and should not have
been pasted together in the same bill. I would
have supported the measure if it was only

’

insane

;

fall evaluations.

computer compan

»

or

bol,” Bingham said.

Therefore, the “Stars and Bars” represented the official Confederate government at
the beginning of the war, while the “Southern
Cross” was used in battle.
Secondly, people argue that the flag began
as a symbol of racism and continues to be.
While it is true that every state in the Confederacy officially condoned slavary, it should be
remembered that Missouri, Kentucky and
Maryland also practiced slavery and fought for
the Union. In fact, slavery was alive and well
in Washington, D.C. during the war.
President Lincoln had no intention at the
beginning of the war to end slavery; he simply
wanted to contain it. It was only in an effort to
keep European powers from recognizing the
Confederacy, and to disrupt internal racial
relations in the South, that Lincoln issued his
Emancipation Proclamation. This resolution
freed only slaves who were still in Confederate territory, while it did nothing to alter the
status of slaves in Federal control.
In addition, Confederate Gen. Robert E.
Lee, who has come to symbolize the South,
was staunchly szsizst slavery. Union Gen.
Ulysses S. Grant, on the other hand, owned a
handful of slaves at the outbreak of hostilities.
In more contemporary times, the battle
flag's true symbolism has been smeared by
certain groups, most prominent of which is

Staff Writer
but forgotten in tl
dents, but teachers

EDITOR

Pomykal bill vague

Editorial

pendent School District Superintendent
Hobbs Williams approved the flag as a sanctioned spirit symbol. Lee Alcorn, president of

pole.

but a general over-

at football games,

As predicted by the NAACP, the 2,250 stu-

was taken down.
Now, it is slowly
making its way up
the proverbial flag-

ranscript of a major
military conflict,

)
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of thé Rebel flag, and one had no resemblance.

from north.
“He took itonto the field as a ‘South’ sym-
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Sewell said the computer first

Teacher evaluations for fall are all
but forgotten in the minds of students, but teachers are still studying
fall evaluations.
Most students don’t know what

.

pens to teacher evaluations after

en pictures of |

bubble-sheets are returned, but

they are more than two minutes of

n a street in,

federate flags.
ome

Writer

fill-in-the-dot on a form.
These forms are machine read and
the data is tabulated in a matter of
weeks, said Ann Sewell, director of

instances

, these white .:.

epresent what

e, honor and

Institutional Research and Planning.

; debut.
lan waves the

Sewell
;

said once

the forms are

finished by the students, the forms.
returned to the appropriate de-

ches. Just beed individuals

ental office and then taken to

s no reason to J'4 , FInstitutional Research and Planning

in Sadler Hall.
:
Each teacher is assigned a code
number for confidentiality, Sewell
said. The forms are then delivered to
the Computer Center to be optically

rate battle flag
f racism, then
issions against

hich slavery
the Civil War
eceives hospithe battle flag
abol at South
hould dismiss

prints a list showing how frequently

different responses to questions

> 12 fours (above average
responses) for question eight.
Sewell said the second report from
the computer prints the average and
standard deviation of each question
for the professor, as well as an average
of all questions.
It also lists an average of all the
teacher's classes, a departmental
average and either a divisional average if the report is for a teacher in
AddRan or a school average for a
teacher in any of the other schools.
Sewell said her office does not discuss with teachers how to raise scores
on evaluation forms.
“That would be a job for a faculty
development office, and we don’t do
that here,” she said.
But Sewell said her office is available to consult with faculty members
to see why a given professor received

quese
on a given
the same averag
tion,” she said. “If their standard deviations are different, then one
teacher may have received a wider
range of scores than the other.”
After the data has been tabulated,
the two sets of printouts are returned
to the teacher with the original evaluation forms.
A copy of the averages report is also
sent to each department chairman,
Sewell said. Though generally, the
academic deans do not see the print-

| If a)
1

: |

evaluations most useful.
“If the student took the time to
write a few comments about my performance during the semester, then I
believe that I should read over them
carefully and seriously,” she said.

Sewell said those professors who
are up for tenure can send their past
evaluation reports to the dean.
There are currently three evaluation forms used, Sewell said.
A 34-question form is used for lecture classes, a 28-question form for
activity or performance classes, and

Dec.

had left 19 people injured.
Until Scrutton’s murder, the search
had been conducted without public-

But Paulus said she believed students do not base a teacher's evaluation on class grade.

“1 feel that ifI am fair and decent to
my students, they will give me a fair
and decent evaluation, regardless of
how they are doing in my class,” she
said.

bomber

the bomber, prompted authorities to
go public, hoping the publicity would
pry loose some leads.
FBI spokesman Mike McCrystal
said “every field office has been
alerted, which is unusual, and it’s a
very vigorous investigation.”
Police psychologists have compiled
several

profiles of the bomber,

since May 1978.
In November 1979, one of the serial

bombs blew up in a mail pouch of an
American Airlines 727 bound to
Washington, D.C., from Chicago, injuring 12 people who suffered smoke
inhalation.
Although the plane landed safely,
that bombing was potentially the most
dangerous of the blasts. The aircraft,
carrying 72 passengers, filled with
smoke during approach to Dulles International Airport in Washington.
In June 1980, United Airlines president Percy Wood narrowly escaped
death because he placed a parcel left
at his Elk Grove, Ill, home on the
kitchen table before opening it. The
blast that followed went through the
ceiling.

but
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with TCU

a look.
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years

Sleeping beauty - Staci Fritz, daughter of Pat Fritz, TCU Class of 1973,
snoozes through a recent Homed Frog basketball game at Daniel-Meyer
Coliseum.

CAMPUS

earlier,

another of the bomber’s packages exploded in the same building, injuring

tickets to the Fort Worth

26 at the information desk in the Student Center. The tickets which are

being sold for 83 each are for the performances on Feb. 26 and 28 at 8:15

p.m. The Fort Worth Theater is located at 3505 W.

a professor.
In all, six bombs exploded on col-

Brachman Hall is sponsoring a
faculty/staff vs. students basketball
game in the Rickel Building on Satur-

or

and the proceeds will go to U.S. Food

day, March

lege campuses, generally in technical
departments

or computer-related

“There are three common threads
here: computers, universities and airplanes,” said Sacramento County
Sheriff's homicide Lt. Ray Biondi, the
lead investigator. “It's unlike any
cases we've had and it’s very difficult
to get a handle on all that’s occurred.”

The Blood Drive will continue on
campus through Feb. 20. Representatives from the Carter Blood Center
will be in the Student Center Ballroom from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Applications for the Martin Luther
King Jr. Scholarship are being

Suzanne Atkiso
Buffy Blocker
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The Chester String Quartet will
perform Saturday, Feb. 22 in Ed
Landreth Auditorium at 8 p.m. The

Heather McLaughlin
Michelle Miller

Missy Costello

ko:

to minority students who are either
TCU undergraduates or high school *
seniors. Applicants should have at’
least a 3.0 grade point average and be
able to demonstrate financial need.
Applicants must also submit a 750word essay about their career goals
and two recommendations from TCU
faculty or staff members or from a high
school teacher, counselor or principal. Applications are due April 15 in the
Financial Aid Office in room 108 of
Sadler Hall.
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John Hauser was not so lucky.
On May 15, 1985, Hauser lost parts
of the fingers on his right hand when a
package exploded at a Berkeley classroom. Hauser, an electrical engineering graduate student, was typing at a computer terminal when he
noticed the parcel and reached for it

11.

Investigators say the explosives and
fragments in the suburban Sacramento blast were similar to those
from bombs planted at 10 other sites

ity. But his death, the first blamed on

-

Both Paulus and Sewell expressed a
concern that evaluation forms might
be a measure of a teacher's popularity
rather than a teacher's quality.

outs.

they refuse to disclose details of their
probe or the kind of person they are
hunting, except to say the bombings
wrong time.
Around noon on Dec. 11, he casual- are linked by the bombs’ “fingerly touched a harmless-looking pack- prints” — the shards of debris left by
age outside the rear door of his store. the explosives.
Penn State and Northwestern uniThe parcel, wrapped in paper and tied
versities
and the University of Califorpipe
with string, contained a powerful
nia
at
Berkeley
have been targets for
shrapnel
shooting
up,
blew
bomb that
the bomber, who seems consumed by
more than 400 feet.
“Oh my God! Help me!” he a bizarre interest in computers,
+{ screamed before collapsing. He died academia and aircraft.
Several explosives were mailed
30 minutes later.
parcels;
others were left in public
investigafederal
and
local
State,
tors had already been conducting a places.
The bomber, who police say could
quiet hunt for the bomber, tracing
explosions and attempts through the be a disgruntled academician or comSouth, Midwest and Far West that puter worker, has not struck since
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ria and the
»d for non-
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SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)- The
roared through a suburban
explosion
represents the
shopping center and left
o
Sacrament
nd in this pary Campbell Scrutton dying in an alley,
ool, it is a rals bomhothing more. ¥» é Athe latest victim of a mysteriou
ber who has eluded authorities
around the nation for nearly eight
itor of the Skiff.
years.
The genial Scrutton, 38, owner of a
computer company, was described by
his neighbors as a “man with an immaculate reputation.” Police could
a
find no reason why anyone would
Ty
ake him a target and concluded he
» ¢ “Was just in the wrong place at the

ng

an 18-question form for clinical nursing students.
“We had to redesign the form when
we got the new computer system last
year,” Sewell said.
Pat Paulus, assistant professor of
biology, said she finds the comments
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win by 22"

ll Frogs ‘get into’ Ponies,
By Grant McGinnis
Staff Writer
SMU forward Kevin Lewis is
known around the Southwest Conference as “Ice”. But by the time the
TCU Horned Frogs were through
with

him

Saturday,

Lewis

and

his

Mustangs were on the rocks.
TCU can thank sophomore forward
Norman Anderson for that. After
Lewis fired off a quick 13 points in the
first half-including five SMU field
goals in a row—Anderson settled down
and held Lewis scoreless for the rest
of the ball game.
That kind of man-to-man defense
from Anderson and the rest of the
Frogs was the key to a 76-54 drubbing
of the Ponies on their home court.
“Norman Anderson does a great job
on some people,” TCU Head Coach
Jim Killingsworth said. “He came out
in the second half and got into him(Lewis) even more and started crowd-

ing him

even

more.

I think that

played the first five minutes of the
game, however, it looked like Lewis
might hit 50 points.
SMU made 11 of its first 15 shots
but could only manage a 5-point lead
on TCU. The Ponies’ inability to put
TCU away early despite such strong
shooting was the turning point for the
Frogs.

“Carl Lott just kept picking away
and he kept us in the ball game and
Norman Anderson was doing some
great work underneath defensively
and kept us hanging in there,” Killingsworth said. “When this happened and they still couldn't get away
from us, it gave us a lot of
momentum.

TCU went into the locker room at
halftime leading 33-28 but reappeared on the Moody Coliseum floor
to score 12 straight points in the
second half. SMU went an eternity—

actually 10 minutes—without makinga
field goal and the TCU barrage left the
Ponies unable to recover.
“We came out in that second half
and really went to work and they were
struggling really bad,” Killingsworth
said.
Another defensive key for TCU was
the play of reserve center Matt Minnis. SMU post man Terry Williams
hurt TCU early with 8 quick points
but when Minnis replaced Greg Grissom ig the lineup, Williams was no
longer a factor.
Although Williams finished the day
with 16 points, 8 of those came in the
second half when the game's outcome
was no longer in doubt.
In light of TCU’s incredible defensive statistics, it seems almost taboo to
mention the Frogs leading scorers.

Carven Holcombe had 20 points on
the day, Lott and Jamie Dixon each
fired in 16 while Larry Richard potted
10. Richard, with 12 boards, was the
game's leading rebounder.
“That was a great effort,” Killing
sworth said of the win. "I had no idea
that it was even possible for us to be
able to win a ball game like that at

However, someone had to pile up
those 76 points and, as usual, the TCU

week

SMU.”

The win was TCU’s seventh in a
row, a feat that hasn't been accomplished by a TCU squad since the.
1958-59 season. The

That

ter who you are.”
“He's a stand-up shooter,” Ander-

SOUTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS

Jacquelyn Torbert

0

Raise your hand If you're sure- Confident and secure, TCU" Ss Norman
Anderson and Greg Grissom are helping the Frogs rub elbows with the

son said. “You have to get into him as
soon as he gets the ball. If you let him
get set and shoot it, he'll hit it all day.
When he got the ball, we (got right
into him.”
For the record, Lewis 13 points
was the first time in the last seven
games that “Ice” hasn't topped the
20-point mark. The way the Mustangs
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Staff Writer

champion

Johnny

Walker

placed

i third in the 1,000-yard run, just misindi- sing the National Collegiate Athletic

Despite a couple of strong
vidual performances, the TCU men’s
track team finished eighth in the 1986
Southwest Conference Indoor Track
and Field Championships. The meet
was held Feb. 15 at the Tarrant County Convention Center.

Arkansas won the meet for the sixth
straight year, but failed to break the
100-point mark for the fifth consecu-

tive year, scoring 94.

The TCU women's track team fared
better, placing sixth with 10 points.
Texas won the women's indoor title
with 180 points.
TCU had no first-place finishes, but
the strongest showing came in the
men’s division from Andrew Smith

Association qualifying time of 2:08.70
with 2:08.85.

to be expected
season.

for the rest of the

“This meet is not designed for the
type of team we have,” Thornton said.
“They have taken some events out of
the indoor meets this year (such as the
400- and 800- meter runs).”

In the men’s mile relay, sprinters
Michael Cannon, Steve Crumpton,

Keith Burnett and Tony Allen combined for a time of 3:14.27 to win their
heat, but placed third overall.

Women's team member Rebecca
Allison finished second in the 1,000
meter run, which accounted for eight
of the team’s 10 points with a time of
2:33.62.

TCU Track Coach Bubba Thornton
said that the team performance on
Saturday is not an example of what is

Thornton said that one of the few
bright spots was that this was the first
indoor meet of the season in which
nobody was injured. TCU sprinters
Leroy Reid and Raymond Stewart
were injured prior tto the meet and did
not run.
Raymond Stewart, an Olympic silver medalist from Jamaica, said the
team did not get to practice well for
the meet. “Their performance was
OK but they didn’t have enough people in the finals,” he said.
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SPRING BREAK

garage. $365 plus bills. 3728 Carolyn Rd.,
TCU area. 926-2847 or 332-1206.

other guys can vote for who they want
to, I don't care,” Killingsworth said.
“All I want to do is win. The rest will

the Southwest Conference. Those
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take care of itself.”
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Female to share 2-bedroom apartment. 5
minute walk to TCU. $225/month. Bills
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spot in the national Top 20 sometime

in the near future. Killingsworth said
the Top 20 means nothing to him.

.

who took second in the 60-yard dash
with a time of 6.25. SWC 800 outdoor
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With a record of 19-5, the rumor
mill is ripe with talk of TCU landing a
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up a schedule-maker’s

While the Frogs have the

Wednesday before the Longhorns
travel to Fort Worth to face TCU)
Saturday. Killer's Frogs have yet to
lose a home game this season.

attack was balanced.

SWC

5

dream.

bothered him some. It bothers every-

body when they get into you, no mat-

Frogs are n

11-2 in conference play and remai
tied with Texas, the last team to
TCU. The Longhorns handed Texas
A&M its third straight loss Saturday
night.
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